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Abstract
The

Approximate

circuits

logic approximation, showing that it

contrary to software approximations offer

outperforms them in terms of power

transistor reduction, lower dynamic and

dissipation and error.

leakage power, lower circuit delay and

Introduction

opportunity for downsizing. Motivated by

Very-large-scale integration (VLSI) is the

the limited research on approximate

process of creating an integrated circuit

multipliers, compared with the extensive

(IC) by combining thousands of transistors

research on approximate adders, and

into a single chip. VLSI began in the

explicitly

approximate

1970s when complex semiconductor and

techniques targeting the partial product

communication technologies were being

generation,

partial

developed. The microprocessor is a VLSI

product perforation method for creating

device. Before the introduction of VLSI

approximate multipliers .we prove in a

technology most ICs had a limited set of

mathematical

functions

the

hardware

lack

we

of

introduce

manner

that

the

in

partial

they

could

perform.

An

product perforation , the imposed errors

electronic circuit might consist of a CPU,

are bounded and predictable .We show

ROM, RAM and other glue logic. VLSI

that, compared with the respective exact

lets IC designers add all of these into one

design, the partial product perforation

chip. The first semiconductor chips held

delivers reductions of up to 50% in power

two transistors each. Subsequent advances

consumption, 45% in area, and 35% in

added

critical delay. In addition, the product

consequence, more individual functions or

perforation method is compared with the

systems were integrated over time. The

state-of-the-art approximation techniques,

first integrated circuits held only a few
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devices, perhaps as many as ten diodes,

functionality. Certain high-performance

transistors,

capacitors,

logic blocks like the SRAM (static

making it possible to fabricate one or more

random-access memory) cell, are still

logic gates on a single device. Now known

designed by hand to ensure the highest

retrospectively as small-scale integration

efficiency. VLSI technology may be

(SSI), improvements in technique led to

moving

devices with hundreds of logic gates,

miniaturization

known as medium-scale integration (MSI).

NEMS technology.

Further improvements led to large-scale

Goals and Motivation

integration (LSI), i.e. systems with at least

In embedded electronic devices, power

a thousand logic gates. Current technology

consumption

has moved far past this mark and today's

concern. Considering that a large number

microprocessors have many millions of

of application domains are inherently

gates and billions of individual transistors.

tolerant to imprecise calculations, e.g.,

At one time, there was an effort to

digital signal processing (DSP), data

name and calibrate various levels of large-

analytics, and data-mining, approximate

scale integration above VLSI. Terms like

computing appear as a promising solution

ultra-large-scale integration (ULSI) were

to reduce their power dissipation. Such

used. But the huge number of gates and

applications process large redundant data

transistors available on common devices

sets or noisy input data derived from the

has rendered such fine distinctions moot.

real world; do not have a golden result.

Terms suggesting greater than VLSI levels

The

of integration are no longer in widespread

computations,

use.

interaction, thus their exactness is relaxed

As

of

resistors

early

2008,

and

billion-transistor

due

toward

further

with

is

a

perform

to

radical

introduction

first-class

of

design

statistical/probabilistic
and/or

limited

demand

human

human

perception

processors are commercially available.

Approximate computing can be applied at

This

both software and hardware levels.

became more commonplace as

semiconductor fabrication advanced from

The hardware approximation can be

the then-current generation of 65 nm

applied to hardware circuits such as adders

processes. Current designs, unlike the

and multipliers. Many techniques have

earliest devices, use extensive design

been

automation and automated logic synthesis

approximation but they only make use of

to lay out the transistors, enabling higher

adders. In this paper we are performing

levels of complexity in the resulting logic

partial product perforation techniques on
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multipliers. We omit the generation of

Various

some partial

Computing

Types

of

Approxiamate

The template is used to format your

Approximate Computing
Approximate computing is a computation

paper and style the text. All margins,

which returns a possibly inaccurate result

column widths, line spaces, and text fonts

rather than a guaranteed accurate result,

are prescribed; please do not alter them.

for a situation where an approximate result

You may note peculiarities. For example,

is sufficient for a purpose. One example of

the head margin in this template measures

such situation is for a search engine where

proportionately more than is customary.

no exact answer may exist for a certain

This

search query and hence, many answers

deliberate,

may be acceptable. Similarly, occasional

anticipate your paper as one part of the

dropping of some frames in a video

entire

application can go undetected due to

independent document. Please do not

perceptual

revise any of the current designations.

limitations

of

humans.

measurement
using

and

others

specifications

proceedings,

and

not

are
that

as

an

Approximate computing is based on the

Approximate circuits:

observation

Approximate adders , multipliers and other

that

in

many

scenarios,

although performing exact computation

can

requires

large

example, an approximate multi-bit adder

allowing

bounded

provide

disproportionate

performance

amount

and

of

resources,

approximation

energy,

reduce

hardware

overhead.

For

can

can ignore the carry chain and thus, allow

gains

in

all its sub-adders to perform addition

while

still

operation in parallel.

achieving acceptable result accuracy. For

Approximate storage:

example, in k-means clustering algorithm,

Instead of storing data values exactly, they

allowing only 5% loss in classification

can be stored approximately, e.g., by

accuracy can provide 50 times energy

truncating the lower-bits in floating point

saving compared to the fully accurate

data. Another method is accept less

classification. The key requirement in

reliable memory. For this, in DRAM and

approximate

that

EDRAM, refresh rate can be lowered and

approximation can be introduced only in

in SRAM, supply voltage can be lowered.

non-critical data, since approximating

In general, any error detection and

critical data (e.g., control operations) can

correction mechanisms should be disabled.

computing

is

lead to disastrous consequences, such as
program crash or erroneous output.
@Mayas Publication
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Software-level approximation:

the partial product accumulation but do not

There are several ways to approximate at

examine approximations on the partial

software level. Memorization can be

product generation. Approximate hardware

applied. Some iterations of loops can be

circuits,

skipped (termed as loop perforation ) to

approximations, offer transistors reduction,

achieve a result faster.

lower dynamic and leakage power, lower

Some tasks can also be skipped, for

circuit

example

downsizing.

when

a

run-time

condition

contrary

delay,

to

and

software

opportunity

for

suggests that those tasks are not going to

Review of Literature Survey

be useful (task skipping).Monte carlo

Analysis and characterization of inherent

algorithm trade correctness for execution

application resilience for approximate

time guarantees. The computation can be

computing - Approximate computing is an

reformulated according to paradigms that

emerging design paradigm that enables

allow easily the acceleration on specialized

highly efficient hardware and software

hardware, e.g. a neural processing unit.

implementations by exploiting the inherent

Hardware-level approximation:

resilience of applications to in-exactness in

Hardware-level

mainly

their computations. Previous work in this

targets arithmetic units, such as adders and

area has demonstrated the potential for

multipliers,

significant

devices

approximation

widely used

to

algorithms,

implement
e.g.,

portable

multimedia

and

performance

improvements, but largely consists of ad
hoc techniques that have been applied to a

processing. The most commonly used

small number of applications. Taking

techniques

approximate

approximate

the

arithmetic

and

energy

video

for

image

in

generation

of

circuits

are

computing

closer

to

mainstream adoption requires (i) a deeper

truncation ,voltage over scaling (VOS) and

understanding

simplification of logic complexity (i.e.,

resilience across a broader range of

alteration of the truth table) .Extensive

applications

research

quantitatively

has

been

conducted

on

of

(ii)

inherent

tools

establish

application

that
the

can

inherent

approximate adders providing significant

resilience of an application, and (iii)

gains in terms of area and power while

methods to quickly assess the potential of

exposing small error. However, research

various approximate computing techniques

activities on approximate multiplier are

for a given application. We make two key

limited. Efficient approximate multipliers

contributions in this direction. Our primary

introduced in target the approximation of

contribution
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characterization of inherent application

the rounded product to less than one unit

resilience present in a suite of 12 widely

in the last place

used applications from the domains of

MACACO-Modeling and analysis of

recognition, data mining, and search.

circuits for approximate computing -

Based on this analysis, we present several

Approximate computing, which refers to a

new insights into the nature of resilience

class

and

requirement of exact equivalence between

its

relationship

to

various

key

application characteristics.

of

techniques

that

relax

the

the specification and implementation of a
with

computing system, has attracted significant

correction constant - Multiplication is

interest in recent years. We propose a

frequently

systematic

Truncated

multiplication

required

in

digital

signal

methodology,

called

processing. Parallel multipliers provide a

MACACO, for the Modeling and Analysis

high-speed method for multiplication, but

of Circuits for Approximate Computing.

require

large

for

VLSI

The proposed methodology can be utilized

most

signal

to analyze how an approximate circuit

processing applications, a rounded product

behaves with reference to a conventional

is desired to avoid growth in word-size.

correct implementation, by computing

Thus an important design goal is to reduce

metrics such as worst-case error, average-

the area requirements of rounded output

case error, error probability, and error

multipliers.

a

distribution. The methodology applies to

technique for parallel multiplication which

both timing-induced approximations such

computes the product of two numbers by

as voltage over-scaling or over-clocking,

summing

significant

and functional approximations based on

columns of the multiplication matrix,

logic complexity reduction. The first step

along with a correction constant. A method

in MACACO is the construction of an

for selecting the value of the correction

equivalent untimed circuit that represents

constant which minimizes the average and

the behavior of the approximate circuit at a

mean square error is introduced.

given voltage and clock period. Next, we

Equations are given for estimating the

construct a virtual error circuit that

average, mean square, and maximum error

represents the error in the approximate

of

circuit's output for any given input or input

implementations.

the

The

only

rounded

area
In

authors

the

present

most

product.

With

this

technique, the hardware requirements of

sequence.

the multiplier can be reduced by 25 to

Finally, we apply conventional Boolean

35%, while limiting the maximum error of

analysis techniques (SAT solvers, BDDs)
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and statistical techniques (Monte-Carlo

architecture

simulation) in order to compute the

characteristics, that leverages a modified

various metrics of interest. We have

inaccurate

applied the proposed methodology to

inaccurate multipliers achieve an average

analyze a range of approximate designs for

power saving of 31.78% - 45.4% over

data path building blocks. Our results

corresponding accurate multiplier designs,

show that MACACO can help a designer

for an average error of 1.39% - 3.32%.

to systematically evaluate the impact of

Using

approximate

circuits,

choose

compression as sample applications we

between

different

approximate

show that our architecture can achieve 2X

implementations, thereby facilitating the

- 8X better Signal-Noise-Ratio (SNR) for

adoption of such circuits for approximate

the same power savings when compared to

computing.

recent voltage over-scaling based power-

IMPACT (Imprecise adders for low-

error trade off methods. We project the

power approximate computing) - Low-

multiplier power savings to bigger designs

power is an imperative requirement for

highlighting the fact that the benefits are

portable multimedia devices employing

strongly design-dependent. We compare

various signal processing algorithms and

this circuit-centric approach to power-

architectures.

multimedia

quality tradeoffs with a pure software

applications, the final output is interpreted

adaptation approach for a JPEG example.

by human senses, which are not perfect.

We also enhance the design to allow for

This fact obviates the need to produce

correct operation of the multiplier using a

exactly

residual adder, for non error-resilient

In

correct

and

to

most

numerical

outputs.

with

2×2

image

tunable

building

error

block.

filtering

and

Our

JPEG

Previous research in this context exploits

applications.

error-resiliency primarily through voltage

Project Implementation

over-scaling, utilizing algorithmic and

Existing System

architectural techniques to mitigate the

In electronic devices, power consumption

resulting errors. In this paper, we propose

is a key issue. Considering that a large

logic

number

complexity

reduction

as

an

of

application

inherently

the relaxation of numerical accuracy.

calculations, e.g., digital signal processing

Trading accuracy for power with an

(DSP), data analytics, and data-mining ,

under designed multiplier Architecture

approximate

-

promising solution to reduce their power

propose

@Mayas Publication
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computing

to
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alternative approach to take advantage of

We

tolerant

domains

imprecise

appear

as

a
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dissipation .Approximate computing can

circuits. we target the design of power–

be applied at both software and hardware

error efficient multiplication circuits. We

levels.

differ

Hardware-level

approximation

from

the

previous

works

by

mainly targets arithmetic units, such as

exploring approximation on the generation

adders and sub tractors, widely used in

of the partial products. The proposed

portable devices to implement multimedia

method can be easily applied in any

algorithms,

video

multiplier architecture without the need for

processing. The most commonly used

a special design. This method involves

techniques

e.g.,

image

and

generation

of

three stages – method analysis , error

circuits

are

analysis and error correction by using this

truncation , voltage over scaling (VOS) ,

we can get reduced power consumption ,

and simplification of logic complexity

area size and critical delay than compared

(i.e., alteration of the truth table) .

to other methods. Comparing to the state-

Extensive research has been conducted on

of-the-art approximate computing that

approximate adders providing significant

work

gains in terms of area and power while

approximation , or truncation , this method

exposing small error. However, research

outperforming them significantly in terms

activities on approximate multipliers are

of power dissipation ad error.

limited.

Advantages

Disadvantages

 High accuracy

 Power consumption will be high

 Reduced power consumption

 Significant area , power and gain may

 The errors

for

approximate

the

arithmetic

have some errors

 This

Proposed System
approximate

either

can be

VOS

,

logic

bounded and

predicted easily by using this method

 Less efficiency.

Efficient

use

approach

achieves

significant

gains in power, area, and quality
multipliers

introduced in target the approximation of

metrics of image processing and data
analytics algorithms.

the partial product accumulation but do not

Architecture Diagram

examine approximations on the partial

Wallace multiplier is an efficient parallel

product generation. In this paper , we

multiplier. In the conventional Wallace

propose a partial product perforation

tree multiplier, the first step is to form

technique in hardware level approximation

partial product array (of N2 bits). In the

for

second step, groups of three adjacent rows

designing

@Mayas Publication
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multiplier
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each, is collected. Each group of three
rows is reduced by using full adders and
half adders. The following are the steps to
perform Wallace tree multiplier,
1)

The Wallace tree has three steps:

2)

Multiply (that is – AND) each bit of

one of the arguments, by each bit of the
other, yielding results. Depending on
position of the multiplied bits, the wires
carry different weights, for example wire
of bit carrying result of is 32 .
3)

Reduce

the

number

of

partial

Fig 4.1.C. Design of 8 by 8 Wallace
multiplier

products to two by layers of full and half
adders.
4)

Group the wires in two numbers, and

add them with a conventional adder. The
second phase works as follows. As long as
there are three or more wires with the
same weight add a following layer:


Take any three wires with the same
weights and input them into a full
adder. The result will be an output wire
of the same weight and an output wire
with a higher weight for each three
input wires.



If there are two wires of the same
weight left, input them into a half
adder.

Implementation
1. Modelsim
2. verilog HDL
3. Multipliers
Modelsim:
ModelSim is a multi-language HDL
simulation

environment

by

Mentor

Graphics, for simulation of hardware
description languages such as VHDL,
Verilog and SystemC, and includes a builtin C debugger. ModelSim can be used
independently, or in conjunction with
Altera Quartus or Xilinx ISE. Simulation
is performed using the graphical user
interface (GUI), or automatically using
scripts. ModelSim is offered in multiple
editions, such as ModelSim PE, ModelSim
SE, and ModelSim XE. ModelSim SE
offers high-performance and advanced
debugging capabilities, while ModelSim
PE is the entry-level

@Mayas Publication
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hobbyists and students. ModelSim SE is

register transfer level of abstraction. It is

used in large multi-million gate designs,

also used in the verification of analog

and is supported on Microsoft Window

circuits and mixed-signal circuits, as well

sand

64-bit

as in the design of genetic circuits.

architectures .ModelSim XE stands for

Hardware description languages such as

Xilinx Edition, and is specially designed

Verilog differ from software programming

for integration with Xilinx ISE ModelSim

languages because they include ways of

XE enables testing of HDL programs

describing the propagation time and signal

written for Xilinx Vertex/Spartan series

strengths (sensitivity). There are two types

FPGA's

of

Linux,

in

32-bit

without

and

needed

physical

assignment

operators;

a

blocking

hardware. ModelSim can also be used with

assignment (=), and a non-blocking (<=)

MATLAB/Simulink,

for

assignment. The non-blocking assignment

ModelSim. Link for ModelSim is a fast

allows designers to describe a state-

bidirectional

interface

machine update without needing to declare

between Stimulant and ModelSim. For

and use temporary storage variables. Since

such

these concepts are part of Verilog's

Link

co-simulation

designs,

numerical

using

MATLAB

simulation

provides

toolset,

a

while

language

semantics,

designers

could

ModelSim provides tools to verify the

quickly write descriptions of large circuits

hardware

timing

in a relatively compact and concise form.

characteristics of the design. ModelSim

At the time of Verilog's introduction

uses a unified kernel for simulation of all

(1984), Verilog represented a tremendous

supported languages, and the method of

productivity

debugging embedded C code is the same

designers

as VHDL or Verilog. ModelSim enables

graphical schematic capture software and

simulation, verification and debugging for

specially written software programs to

the

VHDL

document and simulate electronic circuits.

VERILOG, VERILOG 2001, PSL, and

The designers of Verilog wanted a

SYSTEM VERILOG.

language with syntax similar to the C

Verilog HDL:

programming language, which was already

Verilog, standardized as IEEE 1364, is a

widely used in engineering software

high level description language (HDL)

development. Like C, Verilog is case-

used to model electronic systems. It is

sensitive and has a basic preprocessor

most commonly used in the design and

(though less sophisticated than that of

verification of digital circuits at the

ANSI C/C++). Its control flow keywords

implementation

following

@Mayas Publication
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(if/else,

for,

while,

are

drivers, the wire's (readable) value is

equivalent, and its operator precedence is

resolved by a function of the source

compatible with C. Syntactic differences

drivers and their strengths. Subsets of

include: required bit-widths for variable

statements in the Verilog language are

declarations, demarcation of procedural

synthesizable.

blocks (Verilog uses begin/end instead of

conform to a synthesizable coding style,

curly braces {}), and many other minor

known as RTL (register-transfer level),

differences. Verilog requires that variables

can be physically realized by synthesis

be given a definite size. In C these sizes

software.

are assumed from the 'type' of the variable

algorithmically transforms the (abstract)

(for instance an integer type may be 8

Verilog source into a netlist, a logically

bits).A Verilog design consists of a

equivalent description consisting only of

hierarchy

elementary logic primitives (AND, OR,

of

encapsulate

case,

etc.)

modules.

Synthesis

that

software

NOT, flip-flops, etc.) that are available in

communicate with other modules through

a specific FPGA or VLSI technology.

a set of declared input, output, and

Further

bidirectional ports. Internally, a module

ultimately lead to a circuit fabrication

can contain any combination of the

blueprint (such as a photo mask set for an

following: net/variable declarations (wire,

ASIC or a bit stream file for an FPGA).

reg,

Multipliers:

etc.),

hierarchy,

modules

and

integer,

design

Modules

Verilog

concurrent

and

manipulations

to

the

netlist

sequential statement blocks, and instances

Multipliers play an important role in

of other modules (sub-hierarchies).

today’s digital signal processing and

Sequential statements are placed inside a

various other applications. With advances

begin/end block and executed in sequential

in technology, many researchers have tried

order within the block. However, the

and are trying to design. multipliers which

blocks

offer either of the following design

themselves

are

executed

concurrently, making Verilog a dataflow

targets–high

language. Verilog's concept of 'wire'

consumption, regularity of layout and

consists of both signal values (4-state: "1,

hence less area or even combination of

0,

signal

them in one multiplier thus making them

strengths (strong, weak, etc.). This system

suitable for various high speed, low power

allows abstract modeling of shared signal

and compact VLSI implementation. The

lines, where multiple sources drive a

common multiplication method is adding

common net. When a wire has multiple

and shift algorithm.

floating,

undefined")
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In parallel multipliers number of partial

Screenshots Multipliers

products to be added is the main parameter
that determines the performance of the
multiplier. To reduce the number of partial
products to be added, Modified Booth
algorithm is one of the most popular
algorithms.

To

achieve

speed

improvements Wallace Tree algorithm can
be used to reduce the number of sequential
adding stages. Further by combining both
Modified Booth algorithm and Wallace
Tree technique we can see advantage of
both

algorithms

in

one

multiplier.

However with increasing parallelism, the
amount of shifts between the partial
products and intermediate sums to be
added will increase which may result in
reduced speed, increase in silicon area due
to irregularity of structure and also
increased power consumption due to
increase in interconnect resulting from
complex routing. On the other hand serialparallel multipliers compromise speed to
achieve better performance for areas and
power consumptions.

multiplier actually depends on the nature
of application. In this lecture we introduce
multiplication

algorithms

and

architecture and compare them in terms of
speed, area, power and combination of
these metrics.

Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed the partial
product

perforation

producing

technique

approximate

for

hardware

multipliers. The proposed technique omits
a number of partial products enabling high
area and power savings while retaining
high accuracy. Through a rigorous error
analysis, we analytically characterized the
induced error metrics proving that the
error is bounded and predictable and we
proposed two error correction methods that
trade a small increase in power for high
error reduction. We explored product
perforation on a large set of multiplier
architectures, evaluating its impact on

The selection of a parallel or serial

the

FIG.3 MULTIPLIERS

different architectures and error bounds. In
comparison

to

the

state-of

the-

art

approximation techniques, we showed that
the proposed approach achieves significant
gains in power, area, and quality metrics of
image processing and data analytics
algorithms. Finally, we showed that our
technique is scalable, offering better
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results as the multiplier’s bit width

directly and indirectly during my project

increases.

work. I own a deep sense of gratitude and

Future Enhancements

express my heartfelt and sincere thanks to

In this paper, a novel approximate

ARULMIGU

multiplier with lower power consumption

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING.

and a shorter critical path than traditional
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